Datsun 720 wiring diagram

The Japanese company Datsun was founded in and was originally called Kwaishinsha Co. Due
to the lack of a consumer car market, the main focus of the company was the production of
trucks. These cars did not have high demand in the military market, so in the company began to
consider opportunities for cooperation with other automakers. Since , Nissan became the
investor of the company, and it is called Nissan Motor Co. In , Datsun cars began to be imported
into the United States, and since - delivered to European countries. Nissan opened its first
production abroad in Taiwan in , and by the company sold more than 20 million cars. The
Datsun brand lasted until , after which the name of the cars of this brand was gradually replaced
by Nissan. Only in , the owners of the company decided to revive Datsun , which was done in
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Factory Service Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 9. JPG Image Datsun Service Manual. Adobe
Acrobat Document 4. Datsun Truck Model Service Manual. History of Datsun Cars. You might be
a technician that wants to try to find recommendations or fix existing problems. Whatever you
are, we try to bring the material that matches exactly what you are seeking. You could come
from an internet search engine, then locate this site. This subject is a great deal of individuals
looking on the web, for that reason we gather photos from numerous trusted sources as well as
recognize in their field. The outcomes of the gathering are published on this internet site. Right
here are a few of the top illustrations we get from different resources, we hope these pictures
will certainly serve to you, and hopefully really appropriate to just what you want about the
Need Wiring Diagram For Nissan Pickup is. This picture we have filteringed system from great
generate the best photo, but just what do you assume? We wish to make an internet site helpful
for many individuals. If the image above is not extremely clear, please click the photo you wish
to enlarge, after that you will certainly be required to one more page to present a more clear as
well as bigger photo, you will also exist information from gambvar. Below this site there is
additionally a Need Wiring Diagram For Nissan Pickup image gallery, if the photo above is
inadequate for you. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. I was gonna post this in Oly's resto
page but I didn't want his thread to be 2 pages of this. SO, I made it's own thread. I guess you
could say it's a How-To but I'll just post this here since it's specific. Charlie probably knows this
already and it's what he's talking about but I'll say what I did to try and help out some more.
Keep in mind the donor truck is an '84 and the truck it's going in mine is an '86 If you follow it
back to where it goes, it goes into a white round plug, which on the other end of that plug goes
into the main harness. Even if the truck didn't have these gauges the main engine bay harness
will still have the oil sensor wire there on the main harness side of the plug. Everything is there
you just need to wire it into the round white plug. Obviously color match the wires so they
connect to the right wires on the other side. Then just install your oil sensor, plug the T
connector in and bam, you will have a working oil pressure gauge. Now that will play a huge roll
with wiring it into an '85' Instead, it's a gray squarish plug. On the other end of the plug sub
harness is an empty slot for the oil sensor wire to go so just plug that in. I suggest you leave it
so you don't have to tear up the harness to remove it. All you gotta do is remove the oil light
wire from the old sensor and plug it into the T connector. You will need the pin that goes into
the T connector. So instead of plugging it into the sub harness plug, your plugging it into T
connector removing the wire that's in it if there was one in it That way you can just plug it into
the new sensor that allows the T connector. Also, to plug the oil pressure wire into the sub
harness plug you need the pin that goes into it. It'll be skinny and you can get it from a
hardbody. I'll be glad to help. Charlie69 6 posts. I swapped a 4x4 harness into my It has an '85
4x4 dash to match and I added the oil pressure and volt gauges. Taped up under the dash was
the gauge wire harness but I didn't think about the engine harness end. Assumed it wasn't there
or couldn't be bothered. Nice work! I wish I could post pics but that requires a camera that I
don't have. That's why I don't really update my thread anymore. I will try and post pics of what
I'm talking about as far as the plugs and stuff and also my install. I can't install it because I don't
have a center console and the truck I got it from was wrecked so bad the passenger seat was
touching the drivers seat. Then all you will need is a film card reader and a free photobucket
account to hip us up to your resto. I read the part for my truck several times, and I am still just a
little confused. I bet that works. Main thing is, Guam sounds so solid in what to do, I totally
believe it! Mike, I want to see that someday- that sounds like an incredible mashup! Our lived in
central Washington and the dash just exploded to shit in about 4 years. It was such a
specialized piece, too. But grafting in a dash? What a cool idea! Just one of many cool ideas I
read there. You certainly have taken the Lego truck concept to an extreme. I really wanna see
this truck in person. I'll post up a picture of the dash. It's an '85 4x4 with the clock and tach
option. The only thing left that is totally from the original '78 are the tail lights and the short
harness between them. I hope to get his done this weekend or sooner. Thanks, I will also post

pics as I have a camera now. If I have time tomorrow I will post pics of what I'm talking about.
Plug coming from main harness. The wire that I'm pointing to goes to the plug under the dash.
This is the wire I tested continuity from. Sub harness side of the plug. As you can see, there is
something missing. You will need this style pin so you can put the wire in there. This is the wire
and T connector plug that I pulled from an ' The only thing different would be the kind of pin that
goes in the white plug. Anything else? Dang, once you got that camera in your hands you're
something else. Nice writeup and really informative pictures. Hahaha, thanks. That's about it as
far as write ups The top image is of plug 28 the "squarish plug". Also used in some early build
date trucks. Dude, I am sending that black gauge holder as soon as I make the swap out!
Awesome and helpful post! The pics are worth a thousand words- each! I need to see a couple
more with the connection installed. Hey, as long as its one piece cause it'll take me forever to
find another one And I will take pics with it installed once I can get the correct pin to slip in
there. I think I'm gonna go back to the jy and get the wire and pin from a hardbody, then get a
pressure sensor. Can I rob one of those wire sets off of any hardbody? Ad you are saying grab
the connector to harvest a pin, too? If you look at this pic you can see that the pins come out.
Just push that little plastic thing down, pull the wire and the pin will come out with it. Then just
put it into your plug. I'm assuming I can get it from a hardbody cause they use these similar
plugs. How I'm gonna do it is use a bullet style connector like this for both wires. Or solder it
and heat shrink wrap it. The other white plug is the sub harness to the gauges. I didn't feel like
connecting it so I just put them next to each other. An idea of how it will look without the center
console. Sub harness will obviously tuck under the console. My plug was buried behind the
heater and ac boxes still taped up with blue tape. No chance of getting it out. You can get the
wires from any 4x4 not a Hardbody. I would get the wires with the plug for the sender. All you
need to do is release the 2 wires from the grey oval 4x4 plug and the remove the existing wire
from your plug and and in the two 4x4 wires to your plug. I have several old wiring harnesses
around that i use for parts I used wire from these to rewire the plug for the sender as the old
wires were brittle from years of heat. I think I got off easy too. My trucks takes a lot of abuse.
May not look like it or seem like it but it does. That rear end kills me on the freeway. Going 45 in
a 65, yeah people don't like me lol. Don't get me wrong though I take real good care of it. As for
the topic, I will check my jy and look at the HB's. I may not find that wire in particular but maybe
a wire that utilizes the same pin that I can just slip in the gray plug. I have not worked with the
Hardbodies a lot with wiring yet but I have a project on the back burner. Yeah, that's what I'm
going to pull the wire and pin out of. There's a lot of those HB in my jy so it should be easy
enough. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with
your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as
plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or
insert images from URL. By using this site, you agree to our Terms of Use. Search In. Followers
0. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended Posts. Posted
October 22, Link to post. Replies 35 Created 6 yr Last Reply 6 yr. Top Posters In This Topic 14
11 6 4. IM me an address and I will send you a digital camera. Glad to do that for you. I wanna
see it. Posted October 23, That is way cool! Thanks for posting. That Z wheel looks nice and
thick Charlie69 5, Posted October 23, Sweet truck Mike. Posted October 24, For those who
clicked this thread for pics. Other side of the main harness plug. Back side of the plug.
Charlie69 5, Posted October 24, Posted October 25, Posted October 28, My hand reaching
through the radio hole and holding the plug. Charlie69 5, Posted October 28, Plain Nylon 2-pin
latching 6. Plain Nylon. I suffered like Charlie. I think Guam got off easy. By the way, I boxed it
up today, so that is progress Great and helpful thread. Thanks, you guys! Charlie69 5, Posted
October 29, Posted October 29, Join the conversation You can post now and register later.
Reply to this topic Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Important Information By using this site,
you agree to our Terms of Use. I accept. Diagram 1 of 1 : ALL. View by Lookup Code. Block
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Nut-Flange Resistor Assy-Tachometer N Rivet Replaced By: Screw Select vehicle options to
narrow down result. Screw Terminal-Earth R Terminal-Fusible Link Select vehicle options to
narrow down result. Terminal-Fusible Link NUT Replaced By: A. Parts like Wiring are shipped
directly from authorized Nissan dealers and backed by the manufacturer's warranty. Parts fit for
the following vehicle options. Engine: 4 Cyl 2. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning
Customer Service. Datsun was the brand name of a range of vehicles manufactured by the
Nissan Motor Company, though the company replaced the Datsun name in The Datsun was a
small-sized pick-up truck that was produced during the s and s. Because this vehicle's engine is
simpler than those in today's vehicles, wiring a Datsun alternator is a relatively easy process.
Put on protective lightweight gloves before you attempt wiring your Datsun alternator. You're
going to get your hands dirty, and you need to uncouple the battery cables. Lift up the hood of
your Datsun and secure it. Remove the black negative battery cable from the negative battery
terminal using a wrench. The negative terminal is marked "-" or "Neg. Remove the red positive
battery cable from the positive battery terminal. Locate the alternator. It's simple to find in a
Datsun It is cylindrical shaped, made of aluminum and has vents on the side. A belt goes
around a pulley at the front of the alternator. Find three colored cables near the alternator. One
is a thick red cable with an eyelet on the end; the other end goes to the battery. The second
cable is black with an eyelet on the end and is the ground. The third is a smaller wire, usually
blue or green, but the colors may vary. This has a push-in plastic plug on the end. The opposite
end goes to the voltage regulator and onto the ignition and dashboard warning light systems.
Locate the three terminals on the alternator. One is marked "B" or "Bat," meaning battery. The
red cable connects to this terminal. The second terminal is marked "-" or "Neg" or "F," meaning
ground. The black wire connects to this terminal. The third terminal has a socket for the wire to
plug into. It is usually marked "Ig," but this can vary. However it's the last wire so there's only
one place it can connect so you can't get it wrong. Undo and remove the nut on the terminal
marked "B" or "Bat" using a suitably-sized wrench. Place the eyelet on the end of the red cable
over the exposed bolt, then replace the nut and tighten it using a wrench. Undo and remove the
nut on the terminal marked "-" or "Neg" or "F" using a wrench. Place the eyelet on the end of
the black cables over the bolt, then replace the nut and tighten it using a wrench. Push the
plastic plug on the end of the third wire into the socket on the alternator. There's only one
socket it will fit in. Reconnect the red positive battery cable to the positive battery terminal
using a wrench. Reconnect the black negative battery cable to the negative battery terminal
using a wrench. James Stevens has been writing articles
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for market research companies in the U. He has written various country profiles for inclusion
in comprehensive market reports including Vision One Research and Investzoom Market
Research. New car petrol engines image by Christopher Dodge from Fotolia. Step 1 Put on
protective lightweight gloves before you attempt wiring your Datsun alternator. Step 2 Lift up
the hood of your Datsun and secure it. Step 3 Locate the alternator. Step 4 Find three colored
cables near the alternator. Step 5 Locate the three terminals on the alternator. Step 6 Undo and
remove the nut on the terminal marked "B" or "Bat" using a suitably-sized wrench. Step 7 Undo
and remove the nut on the terminal marked "-" or "Neg" or "F" using a wrench. Step 8 Push the
plastic plug on the end of the third wire into the socket on the alternator. Step 9 Reconnect the
red positive battery cable to the positive battery terminal using a wrench. Close the hood of
your Datsun The alternator is now wired. References MyNissanParts.

